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Reaction random walk systems are hyperbolic models for the description of
 .spatial motion in one dimension and reaction of particles. In contrast to reaction
diffusion equations, particles have finite propagation speed. For parabolic systems
invariance results and maximum principles are well known. A convex set is
positively invariant if at each boundary point an outer normal is a left eigenvector
of the diffusion matrix, and if the vector field defined by the pure reaction
equation ``points inward'' at the boundary. Here we show a corresponding result
for random walk systems. The model parameters are the particle speeds, the rates
of change in direction, and the reaction vector field. A convex domain is invariant
if at each boundary point an outer normal is a left eigenvector of the ``speed
matrix'' and if a vector field given by the reaction equation combined with the
turning rates points inward. Finally a positivity result is shown. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Classical models to describe spatial motion and interaction of particles
are reaction diffusion equations. Assume n types of particles denoted by
y , j s 1, . . . , n, move on the line and their interaction is given by a systemj
of ordinary differential equations
u s f u , . . . , u , 1 F j F n. 1 .  .Çj j 1 n
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Then the reaction diffusion equation is
u s Du q f u , 2 .  .t x x
 .  .with u s u , . . . , u , f s f , . . . , f , and a diagonal diffusion matrix D1 n 1 n
with positive entries d , 1 F j F n. The subscripts t and x denote as usualj
the partial derivatives with respect to time and space. Many monographs
 w xcover qualitative properties of parabolic equations see, e.g., Henry 14 ,
w x w x w xRothe 25 , Smoller 27 , Britton 4 , and Ladyzhenskaja, Solonnikov, andÏ
w x.Ural'ceva 21 .
Reaction diffusion equations suffer from the deficiencies of the linear
heat equation, that is, infinitely fast propagation of particles. Many authors
w xhave discussed the underlying modeling problems. Einstein 7 criticized
the fact that successive steps in Brownnian motion are uncorrelated and
w x w xhence arbitrarily large speeds are possible. Taylor 28 , Furth 9 , GoldsteinÈ
w x w x10 , and Kac 20 introduced a model for correlated random walk in one
w x w x w x w xdimension. Holmes 18 , Dunbar 5 , Hadeler 12 , and Hillen 16, 17
replaced Brownian motion in the reaction diffusion equation by correlated
random walks and they defined hyperbolic reaction random walk systems.
Holmes investigated traveling wave solutions of a reaction random walk
equation corresponding to Fisher's model of the advance of advantageous
w x w xgenes 8 . Hadeler 11, 13, 12 gave generalizations of this approach to
birth]death processes and investigated motion in higher dimensions, i.e.,
w xthe Cattaneo equations. Dunbar and Othmer 5, 6 combined correlated
random walk with a branching process following the approach of McKean
w x w x w x22 in the parabolic case. In 17 a pattern formation of Turing type 29
was studied for reaction random walk systems. Qualitative analysis and
w xglobal attractors of reaction random walk systems were investigated in 16
using a Lyapunov function.
Here we prove an invariance result concerning reaction random walk
systems and compare it to the results for parabolic equations. Roughly
 .speaking we find a vector field not f ! which is supposed to ``point
inward'' at the boundary of the invariant region. A result of this form is
 w x.well known for ordinary differential equations see, e.g., Bony 3 .
w x w xWeinberger 31 and Amann 1 generalized it to parabolic systems. More-
w xover Weinberger 30, 24 considered an invariance principle for linear
hyperbolic systems which says that in a characteristic cone, maxima are
attained at the initial condition. His approach differs from the results
presented here.
In the next section we introduce reaction random walk systems and
appropriate boundary conditions. Section 3 contains the known results on
 .invariant sets for the parabolic equation 2 as far as they are needed here.
In Section 4 the invariance principle for reaction random walk systems is
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proved and the condition for preserving positivity is deduced. In the
closing Section 5 the results for hyperbolic and for parabolic systems are
compared.
2. REACTION RANDOM WALK SYSTEMS
Spatial motion in one dimension is modeled by a correlated random
walk following Taylor, Goldstein, and Kac. Each particle density u sj
uqq uy, 1 F j F n, is split into densities uq and uy for right and leftj j j j
moving particles, respectively. They move with constant speed g and theyj
change their direction with a constant rate m . The correlated random walkj
equation for each particle type 1 F j F n is
uqq g uqs m uyy uq .jt j j x j j j
uyy g uys m uqy uy . .jt j j x j j j
 .  .Let the reaction without motion of the particles be given by 1 where f
is at least C1. First assume that the reaction is independent of the
direction of the particles and that newborn particles choose either direc-
tion with the same probability. Then the reaction random walk system is,
for 1 F j F n,
1q q y qu q g u s m u y u q f u , . . . , u . .jt j j x j j j j 1 n2
3 .
1y y q yu y g u s m u y u q f u , . . . , u . . .jt j j x j j j j 1 n2
q  q q. y  y y.Introduce vectors u [ u , . . . , u , u [ u , . . . , u and matrices1 n 1 n
 .  .G [ g d and M [ m d . Then in vector notation the reactionj i j j i j
 .random walk system 3 reads
1q q y qu q Gu s M u y u q f u .  .t x 2
4 .
1y y q yu y Gu s M u y u q f u . .  .t x 2
If the reaction depends on the direction of the particles i.e., in birth]death
w x.processes, see 12 a more general model is obtained
uqq Guqs M uyy uq q g uq, uy .  .t x
5 .
y y q y q yu y Gu s M u y u q h u , u , .  .t x
where g and h are C1. In general g / h.
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Written in terms of the vector of particle densities u s uqq uy and the
q y  .vector of particle flows ¨ s u y u the system 4 is
u q G¨ s f u .t x
6 .
¨ q Gu s y2 M¨ .t x
 .  .  .System 6 is equivalent to 4 . With f s 0 system 6 is a Cattaneo system
for one space dimension and the generalization to higher dimensions is
obvious.
 .  .  . The systems 4 , 5 , and 6 are of hyperbolic type in the sense of
w x.Friedrichs 19 . Indeed each system can be written in the form y s A y qt x
yG 0 0 yG .  .  .  .  .F y , with A s in the case of 4 , 5 , and A s in the0 G yG 0
 .case of 6 .
In some sense the reaction random walk equations are more general
 .than reaction diffusion equations. Consider one particle type only n s 1
 .  .and assume that solutions u, ¨ of 6 are smooth. Differentiate the first
 .equation of 6 with respect to t and the second equation with respect to x.
Eliminating ¨ and all its derivatives leads to a reaction telegraph equation
 .``Krac's trick''
u q 2m y f 9 u u s g 2 u q 2m f u . 7 .  .  . .t t t x x
 .Divide 7 by 2m and let the speed g and the turning rate m go to infinity
2  .in such a way that the quotient g r 2m ª d - `. As a formal limit the
 .reaction diffusion equation u s du q f u follows. Limits of this formt x x
w xare considered rigorously by Milani 23 with a singular perturbation
approach.
 . w xIn the sequel we consider 5 on a compact interval 0, l with three
kinds of boundary conditions:
v Dirichlet. No particle can enter the domain from outside, i.e., for
1 F j F n
uq t , 0 s 0, uy t , l s 0. .  .j j
In vector notation
uq t , 0 s 0, uy t , l s 0. 8 .  .  .
v Neumann. Particles are reflected at the boundary, i.e.,
uq t , 0 s uy t , 0 , uy t , l s uq t , l . 9 .  .  .  .  .
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v Periodic.
uq t , 0 s uq t , l , uy t , l s uy t , 0 . 10 .  .  .  .  .
w x  .In 15 it is proved that the reaction random walk system 5 with each of
 .the above boundary conditions defines a local C -semigroup on0
 2w x..2 n  q y.  1, 2w x..2 nL 0, l , i.e., for each initial data u , u g W 0, l which0 0
 .satisfies the prescribed boundary condition there exists a local T F `
solution
2 n 2 nq y 1, 2 1 2w w x w w xu , u g C 0, T , W 0, l l C 0, T , L 0, l . . . . .  . .  . /  /
To consider invariant sets we assume that solutions of the boundary value
 .  .  .  .  .  .problems 5 , 8 , and 5 , 9 and 5 , 10 are continuously differentiable
 q y.with respect to t and x. Indeed, this holds if the initial data u , u g0 0
 1w x..2 n w xC 0, l satisfy some compatibility conditions at the boundary 15
v
q y .  .Dirichlet. D u 0 s 0 and D u l s 0.x 0 x 0
v
q y q y .  .  .  .Neumann. D u 0 s yD u 0 and D u l s yD u l .x 0 x 0 x 0 x 0
v
q q y y .  .  .  .Periodic. D u 0 s D u l and D u 0 s D u l .x 0 x 0 x 0 x 0
3. INVARIANT SETS REVISITED
k  . w xLet X be a Banach space of R k g N valued functions on 0, l and
consider a dynamical system
y s Q y 11 .  .Ç
 .  2w x..n  .on X . In the parabolic case 2 , X s L 0, l , in the hyperbolic case 5 ,
 2w x..2 nX s L 0, l .
DEFINITION. A closed set S ; R k is positively in¨ariant with respect to
 .  . w x11 if for all initial values y g X with y x g S for all x g 0, l the0 0
 .  . . w xsolution y t satisfies y t x g S for all x g 0, l as long as the solution
 .exists t - T .
DEFINITION. Assume S ; R k is convex. An outer normal n g R k at
z g ­ S satisfies0
 4n ? z s max n ? z , z g S , 12 .0
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where the dot denotes the inner product in R k. This definition of an outer
w xnormal is used by Amann 1 . In general the outer normal is not unique.
 .Condition 12 is equivalent to
max n ? z y z , z g S s 0. 4 .0
The invariance principle for reaction random walk systems, stated in the
next section, uses an appropriate vector field F which is supposed to point
 .  .inward at the region, i.e., n z ? F z F 0 for all z g ­ S. A condition of
this type is used to prove invariance results for ordinary differential
w xequations. A result of Bony 3 , for example, is not restricted to convex
regions and the ``inward'' condition is needed only at boundary points
which satisfy an outer sphere condition.
w x w xWeinberger 31 and Amann 1 gave a similar result for convex sets for
 w x.parabolic systems see also Schaefer 26 . Restricted to the reaction
 .  .diffusion equation 2 their result can be stated as follows: Consider 2 on
w x0, l with classical homogeneous Dirichlet, Neumann, or periodic bound-
ary conditions, i.e.,
Dirichlet u t , 0 s 0, u t , l s 0, 13 .  .  .
Neumann u t , 0 s 0, u t , l s 0, 14 .  .  .x x
periodic u t , 0 s u t , l , u t , 0 s u t , l . 15 .  .  .  .  .x x
Assume
 . n P1 Let S ; R be closed, convex with 0 g S in the case of
.Dirichlet conditions and suppose that z g ­ S has an outer normal which
is a left eigenvector of the diffusion matrix D.
 .  .P2 For all z g ­ S and for each outer normal n z let
n z ? f z F 0. 16 .  .  .
 .  .  .THEOREM 1 Amann . Assume P1 and P2 then S is positi¨ ely in¨ari-
 .  .  .  .ant for 2 with each of Dirichlet 13 , Neumann 14 , or periodic 15
boundary conditions.
To prove this theorem Amann writes the convex set S as
S s x g R n : f x F 0, ;f g F , 4 .
  . 4where F is a family of linear affine functions. The sets f x s 0 for
 .f g F are supporting hyperplanes of S. Using P1 he proves for each of
these functions, f g F a parabolic differential inequality. With assump-
 . w xtion P2 he can apply the parabolic maximum principle 24 to show that
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  ..for each solution starting in S the inequality f u t, x F 0 holds for all
0 F t - T. Hence S is invariant.
To find invariant sets for a given vector field f is a difficult task. One
 .  .  w x.first looks for rectangles which satisfy P1 and P2 see, e.g., Amann 2 .
An example is given at the end of the discussion in Section 5.
4. INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES FOR REACTION RANDOM
WALK SYSTEMS
 .Here we consider 5 with each of the prescribed boundary conditions
 .  .  .  .  2w x..2 n8 , 9 , or 10 . To rewrite 5 as a differential equation in X s L 0, l
 q y.T  .   .  ..T  .we define y [ u , u , F y [ g y , h y , and 2n = 2n -matrix
operators
yGD 0x yM MG [ and B [ . / /0 GD M yMx
 .Then 5 is
y s Gy q By q F y . 17 .  .t
 .  .  .  q y.  q y..In the special case of 4 , F y s 1r2 f u q u , f u q u .
The domain of the unbounded operator G depends on the boundary
condition
2 n1 q yw xD G [ y g C 0, l : y s u , u , .  . . .
q yu and u satisfy the given boundary and
4compatibility condition .
Assume
 . n H1 Let L ; R be closed, convex with 0 g L in the case of
.Dirichlet conditions and suppose that each z g ­L has an outer normal n
which is a left eigenvector of G.
 .H2 Define S [ L = L. Assume for each y g ­ S and for each
 .outer normal h y at ­ S that
h y ? By q F y F 0. 18 .  .  . .
 .  .Remarks. 1 Condition 18 ensures that the set S is invariant with
respect to the ordinary differential equation
z s Bz q F z , z g R2 n . 19 .  .t
 .If S is an invariant rectangle for 19 which can be written as a product of
 .rectangles L, S s L = L then P1 is automatically fulfilled. Indeed outer
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normals at L are the canonical vectors e , 1 F j F n, which are leftj
 .eigenvectors of the diagonal matrix G.
 .  q y. q2 Since S s L = L, we have for y s y , y g ­ S that y g ­L
or yyg ­L or both. Hence y has an outer normal h of the form
 q .  y. q yh s n , 0 or h s 0, n , where n and n are outer normals at ­L.
 .Hence condition 18 is equivalent with the following two conditions: For
all yqg ­L, for all yyg L, and for each outer normal nq in yq let
nq? M yyy yq q nq? g yq, yy F 0 .  .
and for all yyg ­L, for all yqg L, and for each outer normal ny in yy
let
ny? M yqy yy q ny? h yq, yy F 0. .  .
 .  q y.  q y.  .  q y.In the case of 4 , where g u , u s h u , u s 1r2 f u q u , these
two conditions are equivalent to the condition that for all w g ­L and for0
 .each outer normal n w0
1sup n ? M w y w q n ? f w q w : w g L F 0. 20 .  .  . 40 02
 .Condition 20 has the following physical interpretation. Consider a
< <particle in w g L with w y w - « such that0
n ? f w q w ) 0. 21 .  .0
 .Since w g L we have n ? w y w - 0. If we assume that the turning rates0
 .m are all of the same magnitude we expect that also n ? M w y w - 0.j 0
Hence the turning rates must be large enough to compensate the drift of f
 .as given by 21 . In other words, if the particle does not reverse its
direction immediately it will be driven out of the domain. Roughly speak-
 .ing condition 20 requires that f points inward strongly enough.
 . n w x3 As a special case assume that L s  a , b is a product ofis1 i i
w xnonempty bounded intervals a , b , 1 F i F n. Then outer normals to ­Li i
are the canonical vectors "e , 1 F i F n and in addition linear combina-i
.  .  .tions at the vertices of L . Then, for system 4 , condition 20 is equiva-
lent to the condition that for 1 F j F n.
1min m s y a q f w , . . . , s q a , . . . , w : .  . j j j 1 j n2
w xs g a , b , w g 2 a , 2b , k / j G 0,4j j k k k
1max m s y b q f w , . . . , s q b , . . . , w :  .  .j j j 1 j n2
w xs g a , b , w g 2 a , 2b , k / j F 0. 22 .4j j k k k
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 .  .THEOREM 2. Assume H1 and H2 . Then S is positi¨ ely in¨ariant for
 .  .the reaction random walk system 5 with each of the Dirichlet 8 , Neumann
 .  .9 , and periodic 10 boundary conditions.
Proof. The proof is divided into three steps. First we show invariance in
Ê . w xthe case where the initial value y x g S for all x g 0, l and the vector0
 .   ..field B q F ? points strictly inward i.e., -0 in 18 . The case where F0
 .holds in 18 we trace back to the first case considering parallel sets. When
initial values meet the boundary of S, then a continuity argument shows
the invariance.
q y Ê .   .  .. w x1 Let u x , u x g S for all x g 0, l . Assume that for all0 0
y g ­ S and for each outer normal h in y
h ? By q F y - 0. 23 .  . .
 . w xAssume that S is not positively invariant. Then we find t*, x* g R = 0, lq
Ê .  .such that y* [ y t*, x* g ­ S and y t, x g S for all 0 F t - t*,
w xx g 0, l .
 .Let h* [ h y* be an outer normal at y*. Since S is convex the
 .  .function w t, x [ h* ? y t, x satisfies at t s t*
­
U0 F w t*, x* s h* ? y 24 .  .t­ t
  ..see 12 . We consider two cases.
 .  .  .a x* g 0, l . In x* the function w t*, x has a local maximum, i.e.,
­ q
U
ux
U0 s w t*, x* s h* ? . 25 .  .y /u­ x x
As we pointed out before, each boundary point has an outer normal of the
 .  .form h s n , 0 or h s 0, n , were n is an outer normal of L. As assumed
 .  .in H1 , n can be chosen as a left eigenvector of G, hence from 25 it
follows that
yGuq
U
x
Uh* ? Gy* s h* ? s 0. 26 .y /Gux
 .  .Multiply Eq. 17 by h* to obtain, with 24 , a contradiction
0 F h* ? yU s h* ? GyU q h* ? By* q F y* , . .t
 .  .since the first term is zero by 26 and the second is negative by 23 .
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 .  4b x* g 0, l . We consider each boundary condition separately.
 . q . y .I Dirichlet boundary condition. u t, 0 s 0, u t, l s 0. If
y q y Ê  ..   .  ..x* s 0 then y* s 0, u t*, 0 . The assumption u x , u x g S0 0
q . y .together with the boundary condition u 0 s 0, u l s 0 implies that0 0
Ê  .0 g L. Hence an outer normal at ­ S in y* is of the form h s 0, n ,
where n is an outer normal to ­L and a left eigenvector of G. Since
Ê .y t*, x g S for all 0 - x - l we obtain
­ q
U
ux
U0 G h* ? y* s h* ? . . y /u­ x x
The outer normal n is a left eigenvector of G, hence
yGuq
U
x
Uh* ? Gy* s 0, n ? F 0. . y /GUx
 .Again multiply 17 with h* to obtain a contradiction
0 F h* ? yU s h* ? Gy* q h* ? By* q F y* , 27 .  . .t
since the first term is non-positive and the second is negative. With a
similar argument x* s l is excluded.
 . q . y . y .II Neumann boundary conditions. u t, 0 s u t, 0 , u t, l s
q .u t, l . Since S s L = L the point y* is a vertex of S. Hence y* has
U  y. U  q .outer normals of the form h s 0, n and h s n , 0 . If x* s 0 then1 2
 . U  .we multiply 17 by h to obtain a contradiction as in I . If x* s l,1
 . Umultiplication of 17 by h leads to a contradiction.2
 . q . q . y .III Periodic boundary conditions. u t, 0 s u t, l , u t, l s
y Ê .  .  .  .u t, 0 . Then y* s y t*, 0 s y t*, l . Since y t*, x g S for all 0 - x - l,
it follows that
­ ­
h* ? y t*, 0 F 0 and h* ? y t*, l G 0. 28 .  .  . .  .
­ x ­ x
 .  .If the outer normal h* has the form 0, n , we multiply 17 with h* and
 q .evaluate at x s 0 to obtain a contradiction. If h* has the form n , 0 , we
 .  .again multiply 17 by h* and evaluate at x s l. With 28 , a contradiction
follows.
q y Ê .   .  .. w x  .2 Consider u x , u x g S for all x g 0, l and assume 18 .0 0
We endow R2 n with the norm
5 5z s max z , . . . , z , z , . . . , z .  . 4` 1 n nq1 2 n2 2
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 2 n  . 4and define for « ) 0 the parallel set S [ z g R : dist z, S F « .« `
Ä ÄThen S is of the form S s L = L, too. We show that for small « the set« «
S is positively invariant for a modified differential equation, which«
 .coincides with 17 on S.
 .Consider z g S rS. Since S is convex, there is a unique radius r z«
5 5  .  .  4such that the ? -ball B z satisfies B z l S s y . Then a surjective2 r r
 .  .map y : S rS ª ­ S : z ¬ y z is defined. If w g ­ S then obviously« «
5  .5  .w y y w s « and r w G « .`
 .Observe that each outer normal h w of w at ­ S is an outer normal of«
 .y w at ­ S and
h w ? w y y w G « . 29 .  .  . .
Define a vector field on S as«
Bz q F z , z g S .
H z [ .  By z q F y z y z q y z , z f S. .  .  . .
Then H is Lipschitz continuous with respect to z g S , and for all«
 .  .w g ­ S it follows from 18 and 29 that«
h w ? H w s h w ? By w q F y w q h w ? yw q y w .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .
F y« - 0.
 .Hence the vector field H z satisfies a strong inward condition at the
boundary and with the first part of this proof it follows that S is invariant«
 .for the partial differential equation z s Gz q H z . Then with « ª 0 itt
 .follows that the set S is invariant for 17 .
 .  q . y .. w x3 Assume u x , u x g S for all x g 0, l . As pointed out in0 0
 .Section 2 solutions of the boundary value problem 17 are given by
C -semigroups, hence they depend continuously on the initial data. Since0
S is invariant for data starting in the interior of S it has to be invariant for
all initial data y g S.0
An important property is preservation of positivity. Thus we consider the
positive cone S s R2 n. Then the boundary of S is ­ S s D2 n ­ S, whereq js1 j
­ S s uqs 0, uq, uy g S , 1 F j F n , . 4j j
­ S s uys 0, uq, uy g S , n q 1 F j F 2n. . 4j j
The outer normals are the negative coordinate vectors ye , 1 F j F 2n,j
which are all left eigenvectors of the speed matrix G. The set L s R n isq
 .unbounded but nevertheless we can use condition 22 with ``inf'' instead
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 .of ``min'' and ``sup'' instead of ``max''. Then 22 with a s 0 and b s `j j
for 1 F j F n reduces to
; j, 1 F j F n , ; y g R n : f y G y2m y , 30 .  .q j j j
 .which is H2 in this case.
 .  q y.COROLLARY 3 Positivity . Assume u , u is an initial condition0 0
q . y . w x  .with u x G 0 and u x G 0 for all x g 0, l . If f satisfies 30 then0 0
q . y . w xu t, x G 0 and u t, x G 0 for all x g 0, l as long as the solution exists.
5. DISCUSSION
 .The hyperbolic model 4 is related to the parabolic equation by the
2  .scaling g r 2m f d for large values of g and m for 1 F j F n. But wej j j j j
 .cannot use Kac's trick for the more general model 5 . Hence relations of
 .5 to parabolic equations are not obvious. To compare the results for
 .hyperbolic and for parabolic equations we investigate 4 only.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4. Assume S s L = L satisfies conditions H1 and H2 ,
 .i.e., S is in¨ariant for the hyperbolic system 4 . Moreo¨er let each outer
normal of L be a left eigen¨ector of M. Then Q [ L q L is in¨ariant for the
 .  .y1 2parabolic problem 2 with D [ 2 M G .
 .  .  .  .Proof. Assume H1 and H2 with condition 20 instead of 18 . From
 .20 it follows that for w ª w0
n ? f 2w F 0. .0
 . Hence Q [ L q L satisfies condition P2 note that for each z g ­ Q
.there is a y g ­L such that z s 2 y . Since each z g ­L has an outer
normal which is left eigenvector of G and of M this also holds for ­ Q.
Then each y g ­ Q has an outer normal which is a left eigenvector of
y1 2 .  .D s 2 M G and condition P1 holds.
PROPOSITION 5. Assume the closed, con¨ex set Q g R n satisfies
 .  .P1 , P2 with - instead of F . Then there is a hyperbolic model with
1y1 2 .  .  .2 M G s D such that L [ Q satisfies H1 and H2 .2
 .  .Proof. Since n z ? f z - 0 for all z g ­ Q and since f is continu-0 0 0
5 5ous there is a « ) 0 such that for all z g Q with z y z - « also0
1 .  .n z ? f z - 0 holds. Define a closed subset of L [ Q by0 2
ÄL [ w g L : w y w G « , ;w g ­L . 40 0
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Ä .From the choice of « it is obvious that 20 holds for all w f L. Let
Ä  . 4m [ sup f w q w : w g ­L, w g L . Since f is continuous and L is0 0
 .compact it follows that m - `. Hence there are turning rates m , . . . , m1 n
 .such that for all w g ­L, for each outer normal n w and for each0 0
Äw g L
n ? M w y w - ym , .0
Ä .hence condition 20 holds with w g L. Moreover we can choose M and G
in such a way that G2 s 2 DM and that each boundary point of L has an
outer normal which is a left eigenvector of G.
 .Remarks. 1 In Propositions 4 and 5 nothing is assumed on the
convergence of the solutions of the hyperbolic to the solutions of
the parabolic system. They just clarify how the model parameters of the
hyperbolic and the parabolic models are related.
 .2 As pointed out in Remark 2 of Section 4 the vector field f is
supposed to point inward strongly enough such that the region is invariant
for the hyperbolic model. Hence we cannot expect that Proposition 5 holds
 .in the case of F in P2 .
 .EXAMPLE. We consider one particle type only n s 1 . In Fisher's
 .  .  .equation 2 with logistic growth f u s a u 1 y u , a ) 0 it is supposed
 . qthat 0 F u F 1. Thus for the hyperbolic model 4 we require 0 F u ,
uyF 1.
 . w xIf we consider the parabolic equation 2 on 0, l with Neumann
 .  .boundary conditions u t, 0 s u t, l s 0 then the parabolic maximumx x
w xprinciple shows that the set 0, 1 is positively invariant without any
restriction on a .
1 1 q yw x w xFor the hyperbolic system we chose S s 0, = 0, . Then u q u g2 2
w x0, 1 . The boundary of S and outer normals are
1q y­ S s u s 0, 0 F u F , n s y1, 0 . 41 12
1 1q y­ S s u s , 0 F u F , n s 1, 0 . 42 22 2
1y q­ S s u s 0, 0 F u F , n s 0,y1 . 43 32
1 1y q­ S s u s , 0 F u F , n s 0, 1 . . 44 42 2
 .Condition 20 becomes
1 1y y y­ S : mu q f u G 0, 0 F u F , .1 2 2
1 1 1 1y y y­ S : m u y q f u q F 0, 0 F u F , .  .2 2 2 2 2
1 1q q q­ S : mu q f u G 0, 0 F u F , .3 2 2
1 1 1 1q q q­ S : m u y q f u q F 0, 0 F u F . .  .4 2 2 2 2
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Hence we have to assume that f satisfies the condition
1f z G y2m z , 0 F z F , . 2
31 .
1f z F 2m 1 y z , F z F 1. .  . 2
 .  .For f z s a z 1 y z this condition reads
a F 2m.
1 1w x w xCOROLLARY 6. For a - 2m the set S s 0, = 0, is positi¨ ely in-2 2
¨ariant for
1q q y q q y q yu q g u s m u y u q a u q u 1 y u y u , .  .  .t x 2
1y y q y q y q yu y g u s m u y u q a u q u 1 y u y u , .  .  .t x 2
 .  .  .with each of the Dirichlet 8 , Neumann 9 , and periodic 10 boundary
conditions.
Remark. In the parabolic case invariance principles can be used to
 w x w x.show global existence see, e.g., Amann 1 or Smoller 27 . Since the
solution semigroup of a parabolic system has the compactness property
 . `i.e., weak solutions become classical solutions instantaneously , an L a
priori bound for the solutions is sufficient to show global existence. In the
w xhyperbolic case considered here we have no compactness property 15 . To
deduce a global existence result from the existence of an invariant region
5 q y.5 1 5 q y.5 `we need an a priori estimate of the form u , u F K u , u . InC L
w x  .  .15 regularity of solutions of 4 is considered in the linear case f s 0 .
Together with compatibility assumptions at the boundary x s 0 and x s 1
solutions with smooth initial conditions are smooth.
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